By title, Lester King's latest book would appear to complement a work which he published in 1970, The road to medical enlightenment, . In that earlier monograph he examined a number of seventeenth-century physicians and scientistsBoyle, van King's style of exposition will be familiar to anyone who has read The road to medical enlightenment. King writes intellectual history and enjoys most of all examining seriatim the basic metaphysical presuppositions of physicians and scientists. In the present work he identifies three pairs of opposites as crucial for his period: nature and the supernatural; materialism and the immaterial; rationalism and empiricism. Particular chapters are concerned with nature, substantial form, iatrochemistry, iatromechanism, the mind/body problem, the imagination, medical explanation, causality, and rationalism and empiricism. In each chapter King considers relevant portions of several individuals' works, seminal thinkers such as Boerhaave receiving short expositions on more than one occasion.
